
  

A Rourkus Creations Tutorial
How to create a Candle Cut-out card in the 

online Canvas Workspace programme.

For  Applelover53 December 2020

At some points I have filled shapes with colour so 
that you can see what is on top and what is 

underneath.



  

Open off-line Canvas

Add a 5” square to the mat.

 



  

Add a rectangle 0.35” wide and 3” tall



  

Duplicate the rectangle to create 7 of them



  

Drag an imaginary box around the small 
rectangles and drag them onto the square.



  

Drag and place the left hand rectangle to the left of the 
square, making sure there is space between the edges.  Drag 
and place the right hand rectangle to the right of the square.



  

Drag an imaginary box around the shapes



  

We don’t need the 5” square at the moment so hold the shift 
key down and click on the square to de-select it.  See how 

the bounding box is now only around the rectangles



  

On the Edit menu on the right, click on the 
Distribute Objects, horizontal icon.  This will move 
the 5 middle rectangles between the outer 2 and 

set them to be evenly spaced



  

Whilst the rectangles still are selected, on the Edit 
menu, on the Align Objects section, click on the 

'bottom' icon.  This will align the rectangles along 
the bottom. Group the rectangles together.



  

Select the raindrop shape from the Shapes menu 
on the left.



  

Place the raindrop over the left hand rectangle 
and shrink it using the corner box so that is looks 
like a flame on top of a candle.  Keep it about the 
width of the rectangle. I clicked on the Maintain 

Aspect Ratio and typed 0.35” in the width to 
match the candle width. 



  

Duplicate the raindrop shape so that you have 7 
of them.



  

Leaving the left hand raindrop over the left hand 
rectangle, drag the right hand raindrop so that is 

sits over the right hand rectangle



  

Holding down the shift key click on each of the raindrop 
shapes to select them.



  

As you did with the rectangles, click on the Align 
menu Distribute Objects, horizontal icon, this 

places one raindrop shape over each rectangle.



  

Then, whilst the shapes are still selected, click on 
the Align Objects, Top icon.  The raindrop shapes 

will line up on top of the rectangles to look like 
flames on candles. Group these raindrops 

together.



  

Group the rectangles and the raindrop shapes 
together to make up the candles. Then select the 
candles and the outer square and Align Objects 

middle and centre.



  

Whilst all elements are selected, click on the 
Process Overlap Subtract icon to punch out the 

candles shapes from the square.



  

Add 2 squares to the mat for your layers,  Make these 
5.5” and 5.75”

 



  

Place 2 rectangles over the candles shapes.  One 
over the rectangles and on over the raindrops.

 



  

I’ve coloured these rectangles to show that the 
raindrops will be a flame so that is yellow and the 

candle colour is purple

 



  
The strips will be glued to the back of the cut outs.

 



  

You could make the candles different heights by 
altering the height of the rectangles. I created four 

3” candles, two 3.25” ones and one 3.5”. 

 



  

 Just like the first set place the left and right ones 
towards the left and right of the card and then 

distribute them horizontally and align them on the 
bottom, then group them.

 



  

Create and place the raindrop/flames over each 
candle. Select all the flames and candles and group 
them so that you can align them middle and centre 

of the square shape

 



  

Select the square and the candles and click on the Subtract icon.
The backing pieces will need to be adjusted to suit the differing heights of 
the candles.  For each candle cut a rectangle 0.2” taller and wider than the 
aperture so for a candle 3” x 0.35" cut a piece 3.2"x 0.55", you need a little 

extra to hold the glue when sticking the piece behind the cut out.  In my 
example I used a shiny gold matting layer and allowed that to fill the flame 

cut outs rather than sticking 7 little bits behind.

This is an ideal option for using up the front of a paper pad where each of 
the papers are shown as a strip.
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